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ABSTRACT
With the advent of increased use of computers and computing power, state of the art of cloud computing has become imperative in the present-day global scenario. It has managed to remove the constraints in many organizations in terms of physical internetworking devices and human resources, leaving room for better growth of many organizations. With all these benefits, cloud computing is still facing a number of impediments in terms of energy consumption within data centers and performance degradation to end users. This has led many industries and researchers to find feasible solutions to the current problems. In the context of realizing the problems faced by cloud data centers and end users, this paper presents a summary of the work done, experimentation setup and the need for a greener cloud computing technique/algorithm which satisfies minimum energy consumption, minimum carbon emission and maximum quality of service.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has become one of the most important technologies of the present time; many organizations are enjoying cloud facilities by reducing the cost of operation and increasing the level of production and management[1]. Though many countries are still hesitating in joining cloud computing due to security reasons [2], it has become almost impossible to stop the advancement of cloud technologies. An increasing number of cloud providers[3] are emerging with improved and more sophisticated services that attract many organizations to join the cloud. Most cloud computing service providers are using hypervisors to manage virtual machines (VMs) as the main methodology for server consolidation. This has proved to be one of the most important techniques to help reduce the number of physical machines in any organization. The resources of cloud computing are managed by service providers (through third parties) who offer Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [4]-[6]. Cloud computing can be deployed on four different models which allows flexibility of choice to the users. The four deployment models are as follow: (See Figure. 1)

- Private Cloud: This model can be deployed exclusively by an individual organization or leased by service providers dedicated to a particular organization. This model is expensive to deploy as infrastructures and services are utilized by a single organization.
- Public Cloud: This is a type of deployment model which is shared by multiple organizations. It always consists of mega-scale infrastructures with capabilities of providing services to multiple companies. It is cheap in term of cost as infrastructures and services are shared by multiple companies.
- Hybrid Cloud: This deployment model is composed of more than one deployment (private, community and public). For example an organization can choose to lease a public deployment from a service provider while maintaining in-house infrastructures (private) or leases from a service provider.
- Community Cloud: This allows sharing of infrastructures for specific organizations or communities. For example the ministry of health can deploy a community cloud for all ministries of health and hospitals around a country. It can also be managed solely by an organization or leased by service providers.

Fig.1. Cloud Deployment & Service Model

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Since the domain of research in the area of cloud computing is very wide, the main focus of this paper is on energy consumption, carbon emission and performance in aggressive virtual machines consolidation (VMC). In order to ensure quality of service (QoS) and energy efficiency, server VMs consolidation problems become the main focal point. Research carried out suggests that the lack of proper...
planning in the use of cloud computing can cause serious problems [7]-[10]. While the users of cloud computing benefit from 90% energy savings and zero utilization of physical resources, delivery of services from providers to consumers still poses a challenge in terms of energy consumption and carbon emission.

Global warming has become one of the most serious problems facing today’s world of technology. Data centers are also considered to be one of the major contributors to global warming whereby idle servers consume about 383.75W and 454.39W when they are in full operation mode. It also costs about $301.54 per year for emitting 7731.8 lbs of CO2. [11]. According to recent statistics, energy consumption is dramatically increasing every year. In the Asian specific region, it is increasing at a rate of 23% compared to a level of 16% for the rest of the world every year [12].

The initiatives of power management techniques of dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS) [13] and technologies for making servers more energy efficient have been proposed by Greenpeace, the United States Environmental Protection Agency and the Climate Server Computing [14]. However the challenges are still at large as all these technologies depend on hardware which may not be controlled according to the needs of the cloud providers.

The main objective of the research in this paper is to overcome the problem faced by data centers in terms of energy consumption, performance and quality of service (QoS). Based on the existing state of the art that has been provided by different researchers, gaps have been identified to help provide better plans for server virtual machines (VMs) consolidation that will contribute to make better utilization of resources which will in turn minimize energy consumption and improve performance. A practical experiment is performed to measure CPU, Memory and Power utilization. An experiment serves and judges when a server will become under loaded, overloaded and how idle servers are compared to fully utilized servers. Based on the results, an algorithm is proposed which will later be implemented to satisfy the future trend of greener cloud computing.

3. RELATED WORK
Existing research has proposed better heuristics, techniques and algorithms that control the utilization of VMs in servers so as to make cloud computing greener, and more efficient.

Authors in[15] have proposed research on reducing energy consumption in cloud infrastructure which allows the number of physical servers (PMs) to be minimized. It allows the VMs to be moved to a limited number of servers in order to allow the concentrated physical servers to utilize maximum resources, setting other servers to a low power mode. An algorithm was developed which migrates the VMs from an empty server in order to maximize the power consumption. The principle is based on a gossiping protocol that sprouts from time to time in order to spot the current situation of the VM allotment, and uses the live migration features provided by the virtual machines monitors’ management to complete the migrations. The algorithm mostly considers the number of VMs operating on each server. It checks the capability of a certain server through gossiping to determine if it can allow migration to happen from a source server, which will have to make sure the destination server is not full before the migration. The method uses peer-to-peer (P2P) service to gossip in order to determine the current VMs hosted by a particular server. Though the algorithm is able to detect the number of VMs in each physical machine, it is rather difficult to judge when and how the physical machines become overloaded or under loaded, without setting up parameters such as CPU, memory and network bandwidth usage. Authors in[16]-[18] have identified various issues with performance problems in data centers based on unpredicted workload sent by cloud consumers; most of the performance issues discussed were caused by unpredicted usage of CPU, memory and network bandwidth. As that is the case, this work will focus on setting up CPU and memory parameters based on practical experiment, which might provide an exact estimation on when the CPU and memory becomes overloaded, under loaded or idle. The study in [19]-[20] suggests a similar technique of migration in the VMs from numbers of physical machines available in the data centers (DCs) and squeezing them to other physical machines which do not seem to be fully packed. Although the concepts look similar, their techniques vary from that of [15].

VM migration has been considered to be the strategy of saving energy and improving the QoS in DCs [21]-[22]. Authors in [23] have proposed VMs placement and used a modified best-fit decreasing algorithm which allow VMs to be sorted based on usage of CPU in decreasing order; this is quite different from the research in [24] which was based on millions of instructions per second (MIPS). They introduced the use of a threshold system, which is believed to be the better solution for preventing the resources from being over utilized. Higher and lower utilization have been considered rather than just higher utilization, which will always allocate the VMs to physical machines (PMs). They also suggested using dynamic migration of VMs, which will fit the changing behavior of VMs. In addition, three methods have been suggested so as to make a decision on which VMs will need to be migrated:

- Minimization of migration: a few numbers of VMs migrate so as to reduce migration overhead
- Highest potential growth: the VMs that seem to have the lowest CPU usage are migrated
- Random choice: choosing the essential number of VMs in a random manner

As per the algorithm, the authors have suggested a gossiping protocol with two threads (Active and Passive) which is similar to that of [25] which decides the number of VMs a particular PM can handle.

They [23] have also reviewed the general power model that helps to identify which components of cloud computing consume energy when the workload increases. Different components such as physical machines (PMs) with VMs, storage, and network components have been reviewed in terms of energy consumption. Though they have not considered all of the above factors, they have mainly focused on CPU usage, which is considered to be the most important factor in terms of utilization. The algorithms allow equal distribution of resources and prevent migration overhead. Based on this idea, it is very clear that the utilization of resources will be minimized, which allows energy consumption to be reduced. In order to minimize the utilization of resources better, this work will focus on two components, CPU and memory utilization which can be used to better reduce energy consumption and improve performance.
The authors in [24] have also proposed an idea by considering a cooling system and the racks of the network structure that hold the physical servers. They believe these components contribute to energy consumption and performance. This idea goes beyond the normal components in VM migration. They have employed four different algorithms to achieve less energy consumption, quality of service, and optimal placement of VMs. The four different algorithms detect the underutilized and non-underutilized server by selecting the number of VMs from the VMs list by using the Modified Best Fit Decreasing algorithm (MBFD), which places VMs in the rack-by-rack algorithm. VMs in the non-underutilized rack algorithm, and migrates VM on underutilized racks consecutively. The whole process uses MIPS based on user’s request. Their objective is to take care of consolidation issues which would minimize the number of active racks, which will in turn switch off the unused racks, cooling systems and idle servers after proper migrations have been performed. The research has claimed to improve energy to an average of 14.7% in the entire data center.

Though the authors have considered most of the components that may help in reducing energy consumption and improve performance, it is not very clear how the algorithms will determine the unpredictable tasks sent by cloud users within a 24 hour period as the algorithm has been set to operate on minimum and maximum levels. This research will improve this aspect by focusing on a practical experiment that will estimate the close percentage of utilization that will trigger when the server will become overloaded, under loaded and idle. It will also consider CPU and memory utilization percentage rather than MIPS.

Other research has taken a different approach, which involves memory reusing mechanisms for dynamic VM consolidation [26] in order to reduce the amount of transferred data during migration. They [26] have claimed that the existing live migration techniques take a long time to migrate since they have to transfer the entire image of the memory from one host to another. They have two types of physical hosts; a shared server that handles VMs, which doesn’t take on a heavy computation load (close to idle server), and dedicated servers, which take active VMs. In the case that all the VMs happen to be idle, they will be consolidated to the shared servers. If all the VMs happen to be active, they will require higher performance, which means they will need to be transferred to the dedicated servers in order to maintain performance.

As the VM migration happens many times in cloud systems, they claimed there is a very high chance that VMs will migrate to the original host, as has been executed before. For instance, if the VMs happen to move from an idle state to a busy state, there is a need for VMs to be moved from the shared server to a dedicated server to maintain performance. In order to avoid the total transfer of memory from one host to another, an image of memory from one host (i.e. from host Y) can be left and reused when the VMs are transferred back as shown in Fig. 2

Figure 2 shows migrating without memory reuse (MR) during the first transfer; the memory image is stored on the source host (Y). It updates the generation table and the algorithm will know which pages can be reused.

Figure 3 shows migrating with memory reuse (MR) to host Z, which was migrated the first time. During the migration there is no need for transferring all the pages. The VM will reuse the memory, which was previously cached in host Y.

Since the proposed idea is unique and works in two ways, the system may be able to improve its performance better than a complete image transfer, if the cloud systems are to work as predicted by the authors. This idea may work in an environment where there are a minimal number of hosts and where the original host migration will be easily returned. If comparison is made to the data centers, such as Google and Amazon, it may not always be possible to return to the original location due to the massive availability of servers. In order to be used in a large environment of DCs, this approach will prefer the complete image transfer of memory and CPU utilization from which the delay and better energy consumption might be enhanced.

An algorithm for greener cloud computing has been proposed in [27] by mimicking the behavior of honeybees. The algorithm has made an observation on overloaded, under loaded and idle CPUs. However, the major problem of this algorithm is to find a proper way of managing the idle CPU, the under loaded CPU, and the overloaded CPU. The paper also introduced proper management of overloaded, idle and under loaded CPUs with the aim of turning off the idle CPUs.
and scheduling the task of the overloaded CPU to the under loaded CPU, for the purpose of saving energy and preventing quality of service violations.

The research in [27] has divided the jobs into two parts; the first part deals with the management of under loaded and overloaded CPUs, in order to reschedule the tasks. The second part deals with the idle CPUs for the purpose of reducing the power consumption.

The research undertaken by [27] seems to have potential, since they have performed practical experiments by using Ubuntu (Linux). The framework proposed is well-organized and linked to the algorithms proposed. The framework is designed in stages and allows cloud consumers to utilize the service based on the limitation and agreement with the cloud providers.

They have used a threshold value of the CPU which is the best way to judge whether the servers are becoming overloaded or under loaded. However they suggested turning off the idle machines which may not be a good idea; if the CPU is turned off for a short time and then rebooted, it tends to consume more electricity, reduce performance and increase the wear-and-tear of server components [28]. The other issue is that if the under loaded CPUs become overloaded by an unexpected request, the question is how an idle server will ensure the quality of service without interruption, since it has to take the process of rebooting into account. As that is the case, this research will propose to put the idle servers into power saving mode to improve performance and reduce energy consumption.

Authors in [29] propose an energy-aware analysis, which is based on RAM utilization (RAM-based host overloading detection), which is quite different from [23] and [30] which are concentrated on the usage of CPU through its utilization and MIPS. Through this research, [29] has claimed to have improved energy consumption by 37.26% and 70% in performance, due to the migration of VMs.

The paper also developed a policy for energy awareness of RAM-consolidated VMs selection. Data center brokers and cloudlets have been created based on the utilization values. VMs, which will be found to have minimal utilization, will be considered to have migrated to other servers.

In order to ensure that the energy and quality of service is maintained, [29] developed an algorithm that will detect the over-utilization and underutilization of hosts, and implement RAM consolidation with local regression techniques, which will evaluate the performance of the host that is combined with the VM selection algorithm. They have redesigned the schedule for the cloudlets in order to get the information of each application. The RAM of each VM has been sampled and added up in each host from the VMs scheduler.

By considering the technique [29] of RAM-based overloading detection, it is clear that the algorithm and the equation suggested will help in improving the performance of the data center. Since the utilization of VMs is calculated by adding the required amount of RAM of the cloudlets, which operates in the VMs and is then divided by the total capacity of RAM in a particular VM, it may not be that easy when applied to the large environment of data centers where millions of users are involved and the task from each user is unpredictable. In addition to that, the technique is able to improve performance and reduce energy consumption as they have considered primary memory alone and living CPU which is considered to be an important component in performance and energy consumption [31]. To overcome this problem, this research will use both components (RAM and CPU) which will also improve performance and reduce energy consumption.

Authors in [15] proposed a novel technique for dynamic consolidation of VMs that are based on the adaptive utilization of the CPU threshold. They have used dynamic threshold utilization, which means the system will be able to adjust based on the behavior of the workload sent by the users. Thus, the system utilization threshold will be based on a history of utilization during the lifetime of the VM operation. This technique is different from other research, which considers the fixed value utilization of the CPU [32],[33]-[34] This novel technique claims to reduce energy consumption and ensures the quality of service to cloud users. The Service Level Agreement (SLA) violation claims to be as low as 1%.

Due to live migration of VMs, the authors have considered the service violation, and have predicted the cost of live migration to be 10%. Based on this claim, they have proposed a dynamic threshold with a heuristic algorithm that minimizes the number of VM migrations.

The proposal of dynamic threshold utilization [35] has provided a different view that will enable a better performance by adjusting the system speed based on the load given by the users. However it may be not easy to limit the VMs migration in an environment of cloud usage such as Amazon or Google, but if migration is limited, there will be performance problems based on the over-utilization of the CPU. The proposed approach will ensure there is a good balance between the overloaded and under loaded servers which will in-turn put idle servers to sleeping mode.

The authors in[36] have come up with a proposal that may help to evaluate server consolidation so as to improve the power efficiency, while ensuring that the QoS is maintained, particularly in large data centers. The model proposed try to address the application workload and considers the effect of energy and QoS while turning on/off the servers and the migration of virtual machine from one data center to another. It mostly concentrates on resource usage (CPU, memory usage and I/O activities). According to the simulation results from the two data centers, which involve 400 concurrent VMs, they claim to have reduced the energy consumption by 50% while ensuring that the QoS is maintained.

The model can improve performance and energy consumption if the allocation of resources in each data center is done systematically. The process is very long, which will in turn consume more energy and absolutely reduce performance. There will be no good reason for terminating the service due to SLA violation after all the processes have failed. The designed agents appears to be fine, but the technique seems to take a longer time, thus making it difficult to match the reality of cloud computing. The technique may work better if the decision of migration is made after the maximum point where the load is not acceptable.

4. EXPERIMENTATION SETUP

In order to test the utilization of the real server, VM consolidation setup have been performed, the setup is based on the ESXi hypervisor on physical machines which will be used to test the overloaded, underloaded, imbalance and idle parameters. The setup includes one high-end server, which is consolidated with 17 VMs. Each VM in the high-end
server is installed with a different operating system which consists of servers and clients. The amount of RAM and CPU cores has been allotted to each VM based on their needs. The test bed architecture and set up are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

\[ G_{\text{Cloud}} = G_{\text{PMserver}} + VMs_{\text{usage}} \]
\[ G_{\text{PMserver}} = G_{\text{CPU}_{\text{usage}}} + G_{\text{Memory}_{\text{usage}}} \]

The test will be categorized into four categories in order to investigate all the stages that can be able to tackle energy consumption and performance degradation very efficiently. Each of the below stages will be investigated thoroughly to formulate the accurate parameters that will be used to create a new algorithms for green cloud.

**Table 1. Testing Category**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idle Server</td>
<td>This is where the server is completely without any load. It can either receive the load from overloaded or be turned to power saving mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underloaded</td>
<td>This is where the server has minimal tasks to perform; it is between imbalanced. It can either receive the load from overloaded or send the load to imbalanced in order to become idle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbalanced</td>
<td>This is where the server is neither under loaded, nor overloaded or idle. It has a partial workload, and may have some space to accommodate VMs from either overloaded or under loaded servers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overloaded</td>
<td>This is where the server becomes nearly fully overloaded based on the utilization of CPU and memory. It can either transfer some of the VM to under loaded, imbalanced or idle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. **PROPOSED SYSTEM**

Though a lot of research is being undertaken in the area of cloud computing to reduce energy consumption and ensure quality of service, comparatively high energy consumption, carbon emission and poor quality of service are still concerns and require more attention to ensure cloud computing becomes greener. The recent research done by [37] still proved high consumption of energy in cloud computing. Energy consumption is not the only issue since consumers of cloud computing are still complaining and doubting the speed of cloud computing.

Moreover there are still more problems on consolidation. Many research and techniques have not specified how consolidation could be better planned and how VMs could be allotted based on different loads sent by different users. The matter is not consolidating VMs on one, two or more physical machines, but consolidation needs critical estimation that will not overload the physical machines and at the same time ensuring the energy is saved. Another important issue is how VMs will be provisioned to take certain tasks from the clients. Also, the problem of utilizing resources to the maximum still persist as the quality of service is not up to the standard of satisfaction, based on the practical aspects, one should consider when and where Physical machines will be overloaded and how to ensure they are not overloaded or under loaded. There are many physical machines as well as virtual machines which are not fully utilized; many services are still distributed separately, leaving lots of idle servers being operated and wasting lots of electricity as well as emitting carbon which pose a threat to the environment.
In order to have Greener Cloud Computing, more active research needs to be done with emphasis on practical experiments. The proposed work involves design and development of a unique technique/algorithm which will not only reduce energy consumption and lower carbon emission by considering scheduling and machines provisioning, but also ensure better quality of service by taking care of consolidation issues that will satisfy clients and ensure 24/7 service availability. The consolidation issue will be considered practically based on the type and number of VMs used. CPUs utilization and primary memory will need to be allotted to consolidated VMs based on the size, speed of CPU and RAM. A technique based on the consolidation problem will be designed in order to allow data of different capacity to be dynamically allotted to VMs which will be of acceptable CPU and primary memory utilization. After tackling the problem of consolidation, VM provisioning will be another issue; a technique/algorithm will be designed to allow virtual machines not to be used more than overload capacity of total CPU, and primary memory usage. It will also ensure that the server does not stay underloaded, imbalanced or idle. The technique will migrate the VMs when the server is overloaded, underloaded and idle. By designing this technique, better energy consumption will be achieved ensure better service to the clients. Another feature of the proposed method is scheduling mechanism by designing a technique that will prevent physical machines and virtual machines being used un-necessarily. The system will be able to monitor unused server (both physical and virtual machines) by putting them in a sleepy mode as well as alerting them to a standby mode in order to be ready to take the incoming tasks.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a detailed review of existing cloud computing algorithms/techniques has been given and the gaps are identified. It is observed that many data centers are still consuming energy, emitting carbon and causing performance degradation to the data centers and end users. Lack of proper planning has resulted into many data center’s servers to be utilized inefficiently. The significance of proper planning and a unique greener cloud computing technique/algorithm is needed to satisfy the needs for energy consumption, carbon emissions and quality of service to the data centers and end users. The proposed unique algorithm will be fully designed and implemented on the physical servers. The test will be performed to check the performance and energy consumptions issues. The achieved results will be benchmarked with the existing algorithms in order to judge the effectiveness in terms of better energy consumptions and better improvement of performance.
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